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Abstract

Molecular biology has a communication problem. There are
many databases using their own labels and categories for
storing data objects and some using identical labels and cat-
egories but with a different meaning. Conversely, one con-
cept is often found under different names. Prominent exam-
ples are the concepts "gene" and "protein sequence" which
are used with different semantics by major international ge-
nomic and protein databases thereby making database inte-
gration difficult and strenuous.
This situation can only be improved by either defining in-
dividual semantic interfaces between each pair of databases

2(complexity of order n ) or by implementing one agreeable,
transparent and computationally tractable semantic reposi-
tory and linking each database to it (complexity of order n).
Ontoiogies are one means to provide such semantic repos-
itory by explicitly specifying the meaning of and relation
between the fundamental concepts in an application do-
main. Here. heuristics for building an ontology and the up-
per level and a database branch of a prospective Ontology
for Molecular Biology are presented and compared to other
ontologies with respect to suitability for molecular biology
( http ://i gd.rz-berlin.mpg.de/-www /oe/mbo.h tml ).

Introduction

There are a multitude of databases accessible over the In-
ternet that cover genomic (Fasman et al. 1996), cellu-
lar (Jacobson & Anagnostopoulos 1996), structure (Suss-
man, Manning, & Abola 1996), phenotype (McKusick
1994) and other types of biologically relevant informa-
lion (Bairoch 1993). Even for one type of information,
e.g. DNA sequence data, there exist several databases of
different scope and organisation (Fasman et al. 1996;
Keen, Fields, & others 1996; Benson et al. 1997).

Unfortunately, naming conventions of data objects, ob-
ject identifier codes and record labels differ between
databases and do not follow a unified scheme. But worse,
even the meaning of important high level concepts that
are fundamental to many molecular biology databases is
ambiguous. For example, for SwissProt (Bairoch & Ap-
weiler 1996) and PIR (George, Barker, & others 1997) 
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protein sequence is the raw mRNA transcript before splic-
ing, whereas PDB (Sussman, Manning, & Abola 1996) uses
protein sequence to refer to mature and post-processed pri-
mary structure. The differences are syntactical (nucleotide
vs. amino acid residue sequence) and semantical (gene tran-
script vs. folded sequence).

Another example is the concept gene. For GDB (Fas-
man et al. 1996), a gene is a DNA fragment that can be
transcribed and translated into a protein; for Genbank (Ben-
son et al. 1997) and GSDB (Keen, Fields, & others 1996),
however, a gene is a "DNA region of biological interest
with a name and that carries a genetic trait or phenotype"
which includes non-structural coding DNA regions like in-
tron, promoter and enhancer. There is a clear semantic dif-
ference between those two notions of gene but both con-
tinue to be used interchangeably causing misunderstanding
and making the integration of databases non-trivial.

To eliminate semantic confusion in molecular biology,
it will be therefore necessary to have a list of most impor-
tant and frequently used concepts coherently defined so that
database managers could use such set of definitions either
to create a new database schemata or to provide an exact,
semantic specification of the concepts used in an existing
schema.

To become generally acceptable in the molecular biolog-
ical community such semantic compendium must be acces-
sible electronically and without licensing charges, prefer-
ably using a world wide web browser; be intuitively com-
prehensible without special computer programming back-
ground; be able to cope with natural language features as
e.g. homonyms; be capable to perform logical inference
over the set of concepts to provide for generalisation and ex-
planation facilities; exhaustively cover the application do-
main; and be coordinated but open for input from the com-
munity. Also, special software to manage a semantic rcpos-
itory nmst be made available.

One way to consistently and transparently create such set
of definitions for molecular biology is by using an ontology,
as explained below. By adhering to a commonly agree-
able ontology, uncertainties and misunderstandings about
the semantic rclations between database entries from dif-
fcrent databases can be eliminated.

When all relevant concepts of an application domain will
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Figure 1: Semantic stages in information retrieval evolving
from pure text search through document identification to
concept search (Schatz 1997).

have been specified in an ontology, a computer program can
search for concepts instead of words in a set of heteroge-
neous, autonomous databases (Figure 1); carry out seman-
tic consistency checks; and detect ill-formed statements and
interpret well-formed ones (Schulze-Kremer 1996).

System and methods
What is an Ontology? Ontology was originally per-
ceived by ancient philosophers as the study of being. They
asked "What does the statement ’X is’ mean?" and "Which
things are ?" (Aristotle 350 BC). In modern times, com-
puter science uses ontology in a narrower sense as a "spec-
ification of a conceptualization" (Gruber 1993) or, in other
words, as a concise and unambiguous description of what
principal entities are relevant in an application domain and
how they can relate to each other. The entities can be ob-
jects, processes, functions, predicates, or of other type de-
pending on the selected representation formalism.

An ontology is not a collection of facts that arise from
an actual, specific situation but it defines and provides all
semantic entities and their potential interactions that would
be necessary to completely describe that situation. Neither
is an ontology a model for an application domain (which
would be a theory), but a compendium that holds all neces-
salt "building blocks" with rules of how and which entities
can relate to each other and which ones are semantically
incompatible. For example, "transcription of a gene" is an
ontologically valid expression whereas "transcription of a
cell" is not because a cell cannot be transcribed.

Components of an Ontology
The core of an ontology consists of:

1. Components

(a) the "is a subset of" relation;
(b) the "is a member of" relation;
(c) a knowledge representation formalism (e.g. first-order

predicate logic);
(d) a set of concepts containing all relevant types of enti-

ties in an application domain.

2. Constraints

(a) each concept must be explicitly defined;
(b) each concept must be unambiguously accessible

within the ontology;
(c) each concept must be connected to one another by one

or more "is a subset of" or "is a member of" links or
their inverses.

Additional modules are in practice essential for the im-
plementation and use of a large ontological system:

3. Background Knowledge

(a) a set of additional attributes and relations that capture
domain specific properties of concepts (ideally those
properties should all themselves be concepts in the on-
tology);

(b) precise annotation of the concepts in an ontology us-
ing aforementioned additional properties to make the
semantic scope of concepts computationally explicitly
accessible;

(c) links from the concepts of the ontology to natural lan-
guage dictionaries and database keywords.

4. Software

(a) an object-oriented DBMS to store the set of concepts
and properties of an ontology;

(b) an inference engine that can generalise across several
layers of "is a member of", "is a subset of" and other
types of relations;

(c) a graph editor with tree formatting capabilities to visu-
alise "is a subset of" and "is a member of" hierarchies
in combination with other types of hierarchies (e.g. "is
part of", "is made of");

(d) an ontology browser and annotator that can be ac-
cessed over the Internet via a world wide web browser.

The graphical representation of an ontology is not a tree
but a semantic net or conceptual graph (Sowa 1984) be-
cause there are two or more types of links ("is a member
of" and "is a subset of" plus additional domain specific re-
lations) which can give raise to circular loops in the graph.
However, if only the "is a subset of" or "is a member of"
relation is displayed the ontological graph becomes a tree.

Heuristics for Building an Ontology
There is no universal rule of how to build an ontology and
hence no unique, provable ontology exists, mainly because
of our incomplete knowledge in metaphysics and the es-
sentially indeterministic choice of criteria for subclassify-
ing a concept. It has therefore been argued that the scope,
structure and refinement of an ontology is largely deter-
mined by its intended use (Mabesh & Nirenburg 1996;
Uschold & Gruninger 1996). However, far from being to-
tally arbitrary there are some rules one can follow when
building an ontology.

An ontology can be built by answering the question
"What is an X?" for each relevant concept X of the ap-
plication domain and then linking X with either the "is a
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subset of" or "is a member of" relation to its parent con-
cept, which should already occur in the ontology. If it does
not, the question "What is an X?" is repeated for the par-
ent concept, the parent of the parent and so on, until a most
general concept is reached which becomes the root node of
the ontology for that application.

In order to facilitate the addition of the bulk of concepts
that are deemed relevant by experts in the application do-
main, it is helpful to first start top down from a most gen-
eral concept, i.e. the tentative root node of the ontology, and
subclassify it and its subnodes to the forth or fifth level into
disjoint subclasses according to explicit and clearly defined
discriminating criteria. These criteria should capture fun-
damental properties in the application domain and increase
the information content of the "is a" hierarchy as much as
possible. The most informative criteria in an ontology are
properties that all concepts in the application domain ex-
press. The decision about a discriminating criterion should
reflect the most significant subtypes of a concept with re-
spect to the application domain. With the lack of an objec-
tive measure for the absolute utility of a discriminating cri-
terion at a given position in the ontology different branching
patterns are possible.

To keep the ontological graph connected, intermediate
concepts have to be created that bridge the gap between
specific, application derived concepts and between detailed
and more general concepts. These intermediate concepts
are also considered relevant to the application domain. On-
tological concepts outside the application domain should
not be included just because "they would fit in there" but
only if needed to connect domain relevant concepts. Oth-
erwise, the distinction between relevant and irrelevant con-
cepts later on will be very difficult and the ontology be-
comes burdened with irrelevant information. The only ex-
ceptions should be concepts that are used to identify the
position for future insertion of domain relevant concepts.

Although this is a straight forward procedure the greatest
difficulties can arise as one tries to capture the "true" mean-
ing (in analytical or empirical sense) of a concept. Here,
one should refer to classical textbooks of the domain, dic-
tionaries, reference handbooks, and resources of interna-
tional standardisation organisations which implicitly and in
an informal way contain ontological fragments, to find a
sensible, representative and agreeable definition of a con-
cept.

Thus, one establishes first the upper level of an ontol-
ogy, where the scope and principal categories are identified
(Figure 2). On the lower levels, more detailed distinctions
between the categories are made until one arrives at the rel-
evant concepts of the application domain. The granularity
of the graph depends on the semantic range of the concepts
to be covered.

Molecular Biology Ontology
An ontology for molecular biology should become a repos-
itory for all relevant concepts that are required to describe
biological objects, experimental procedures and computa-
tional aspects of molecular biology.
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Figure 2: Upper Level of a prospective Molecular Biology
Ontology. Links represent the "is a subclass of" relation.
No instances are present; discriminating criteria have ar-
rows and boxes; thick lines denote disjunct subclasses.

Although this looks like an impossible task at first sight
it does not mean to compile all knowledge about molecular
biology nor does it imply being able to explain every bio-
logical phenomena. It just means collecting all types of en-
tities that a molecular biologist includes in her professional
thinking and placing those concepts appropriately in a "is a
subset of" and "is a member of" hierarchy plus annotating
them with additional properties. By doing so in a consistent
manner, where the discriminating criteria of subclassifying
each concept are made explicit, the definition of a concept
becomes the path from its own node to the root node of the
ontology.

For example, the GDB database category LinkageMap is
defined as a "database object class used to store maps based
upon frequency of recombination between genomic scg-
ments, resulting in the ordering of markers along a chromo-
some backbone, usually measured in centiMorgans". Note
that this is ontologically not the same as a linkage map it-
self which is an abstract concept with certain mathematical
properties, nor is it an actual linkage map which is a con-
crete instance of the class of linkage maps for a particular
organism and chromosome.

The complete path from root node Being to LinkageMap
is summarised in Figure 3. The meaning of the database
category. LinkageMap is captured by a series of ontological
specifications. This example shows how a semantic defi-
nition of a molecular biological concept can be extracted
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Figure 3: Semantic hierarchy for the GDB database cate-
gory LinkageMap. A LinkageMap is a Being with instanta-
neous temporal extent, an Object which is self-contenting,
etc. until the concept LinkageMap is reached at the bottom.

from its position in an ontological graph. Similarly, seman-
tic differences and the least general common concept of a
pair of concepts can be found by following the graph up-
wards along "is a subclass of" and "is a member of" links
until both paths meet in one concept.

Discussion

An ontology is an explicit and hierarchical specification of
the relevant concepts in an application domain and there-
fore one means to develop a semantic repository for molec-
ular biology. Two ontologies from literature, mikroKos-
mos (Mahesh & Nirenburg 1996) and Cyc (Lenat 1995),
have been reviewed with respect to suitability in molecular
biology (data not shown here for spacial constraints). The
mikroKosmos ontology is found not to be transparent and
precise enough to collect and sort scientific concepts con-
cerning molecular biology. Cyc contains a lot of knowledge
about semantic distinctions in dally life but seems to be too
complicated and overloaded with concepts not relevant for
molecular biology to be of use here.

Here, heuristics for building an ontology are given and
the upper level of a prospective Ontology for Molecular Bi-
ology. In contrast to other ontologies, the criterion used for
subclassifying a concept is explicitly stated and therefore
essential decisions and assumptions behind the ontology
are made transparent. An interactive graphical represen-
tation of all public classes and instances of mikroKosmos,
Cyc and a prospective Ontology for Molecular Biology was
prepared by the author and is accessible at http://igd.rz-
berlin.mpg.deFwww/oe/mbo.html.
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